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Abstract— The development of telehaptic communication
protocols has gained widespread focus over the past decade.
Several protocols have been proposed for carrying out
telehaptic activities over a shared network. However, a
comprehensive analysis of the impact of the network cross-
traffic on the telehaptic stream, and the feasibility of Quality
of Service (QoS) compliance, is lacking in the literature. In
this paper, we explore the interplay between the telehaptic
stream produced by two classes of telehaptic protocols and the
cross-traffic that is commonly present in a shared network.
Based on this, we formulate general conditions for QoS
compliance of the telehaptic stream. These conditions provide
guidelines for the design of telehaptic protocols, as well
as for the configuration of shared networks for ensuring
QoS-compliant telehaptic communication.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The past two decades have witnessed rapid advancements

in the science of exploration and manipulation of remote
objects involving the modality of touch – a field generally
referred to as telehaptics. The primary aim of telehaptics is
to provide an immersive environment to the human user for
efficiently controlling remote objects through force feedback.
Typically, this requires communication of haptic, audio and
video information over a network with ultra low latency.
Specifically, for seamless telehaptic interaction, stringent
Quality of Service (QoS) constraints need to be satisfied
for each media type. Table I summarizes the aforementioned
specifications for three QoS metrics: frame delay, jitter, and
data loss [1].

Media Delay (ms) Jitter (ms) Loss (%)
Haptic 30 10 10
Audio 150 30 1
Video 400 30 1

TABLE I: QoS specifications for media in terms of delay, jitter,
and loss for effective telehaptic communication.

In general, non-conformance to the above QoS require-
ments results in severe perceptual artifacts, thereby causing
deteriorated perception of the remote environment. Specifi-
cally, violating the haptic QoS constraints destabilizes the
global control loop leading to catastrophic effects on the
application. Thus, QoS adherence plays a crucial role for a
smooth teleoperation. However, on a shared network like the
internet, utilized simultaneously by several traffic streams,
ensuring QoS compliance poses several challenges. This is
because the cross-traffic encountered by the telehaptic stream
is both unknown as well as time-varying.

Several protocols have been devised specifically for tele-
haptic communication over shared networks [2]–[7]. How-
ever, performance evaluation of the above mentioned pro-
tocols has only been carried out in highly controlled and
simplistic network settings. Typically, either no cross-traffic
or only constant bit rate (CBR) cross-traffic is considered in
the evaluation of these protocols. However, in real-world net-
works, a majority of the traffic is comprised of Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) flows [8], [9]. Thus, the evaluation
of any telehaptic protocol is incomplete without analyzing
its interplay with TCP cross-traffic.

This paper seeks to fill this gap. In this paper, we pro-
vide a comprehensive assessment of the interplay between
telehaptic traffic and heterogeneous cross-traffic, consisting
of constant bit rate (CBR) as well as TCP flows. This
leads to the formulation of a set of general conditions for
guaranteeing telehaptic QoS compliance. Specifically, we
focus on the following two classes of telehaptic protocols.
CBR based telehaptic protocols: This class of protocols
generates a CBR data stream, i.e., they inject traffic into
the network at a steady rate. Examples of such protocols in-
clude the Application Layer Protocol for HAptic Networking
(ALPHAN) [2], Adaptive Multiplexer (AdMux) [3], Haptics
over Internet Protocol (HoIP) [4], and the protocol proposed
in [5].
Adaptive sampling based telehaptic protocols: This class
of protocols employs adaptive sampling to compress the
haptic signal [10]–[13]. The idea behind adaptive sampling
is to identify perceptually significant haptic samples; trans-
mitting only these samples leads to a substantial reduction
in the average telehaptic data rate. Several papers propose
using adaptive sampling for telehaptic communication; see,
for example, [6], [14]–[17].

For the above classes of protocol, we investigate the
interplay of the telehaptic stream and heterogeneous cross-
traffic. Our contributions are the following.

1) We perform an analytical characterization of the max-
imum and minimum end-to-end delay when a CBR-
based telehaptic protocol co-exists with a TCP and
CBR cross-traffic on a bottleneck link (see Section III-
B.1). Further, this analysis also leads to the character-
ization of the peak haptic jitter (see Section III-B.2).

2) We develop a set of conditions for haptic QoS com-
pliance for CBR-based telehaptic protocols (see Sec-
tion IV) and adaptive sampling based telehaptic pro-
tocols (see Section V). We show that satisfying the



delay and jitter constraints requires the network and
cross-traffic parameters to satisfy certain conditions,
whereas packet loss depends heavily on the sizes of the
telehaptic packets relative to TCP packets. Moreover,
we show that the statistical compression achieved by
adaptive sampling provides no meaningful economies
from the standpoint of network capacity requirements.

II. TYPICAL TELEHAPTIC ENVIRONMENT
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Fig. 1: Framework of a point-
to-point telehaptic communi-
cation. Data notations: [P,V] -
[position, velocity], [F,A,Vi] -
[force, audio, video].
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Fig. 2: Network topology
showing l1 and l2- the bot-
tleneck links in the simulated
network; n1 and n2 - interme-
diate nodes.

In this section, we describe the framework of a typical
point-to-point telehaptic communication system on a shared
network (see Figure 1). The human operator (OP) controls
the remote robotic manipulator known as the teleoperator
(TOP). The OP transmits the current position and velocity
commands on the forward channel. The TOP follows the
trajectory of the OP through execution of the received
commands, and in response it transmits the captured audio
and video signals along with the haptic feedback on the
backward channel.

III. TCP: BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS

TCP forms the backbone of a wide range of internet
applications that demand reliable data transfer, such as web
browsing, email, file download, and even video streaming
applications like YouTube and Netflix. Studies show that
TCP traffic constitutes around 90% of all internet traffic
[8], [9]. TCP is a transport layer protocol that controls the
rate at which the application injects traffic into the network
based on the perceived network conditions. It achieves the
end-to-end reliability through retransmission of lost packets,
which are detected using packet acknowledgments (ACKs)
that are sent to the source by the receiver. In this section,
we give a brief overview of TCP NewReno [18], which
is the most widely deployed variant of TCP, and provide
an analytical characterization of the delay and the jitter
encountered by a CBR stream co-existing with a TCP stream
on a single bottleneck link. This analysis will be useful
when we consider the interplay between TCP and telehaptic
protocols that generate CBR traffic (see Section IV).

A. TCP background

We now provide a brief overview of the TCP rate adap-
tation mechanism. The TCP source maintains a variable
called congestion window (denoted by W ) that defines the
number of TCP packets that have been transmitted but not
yet acknowledged. The congestion window W controls the

rate at which data is injected into the network – a higher
W corresponds to a higher transmission rate. Until a packet
loss is detected, a TCP source increments W by 1 every
round trip time (RTT). This phase is commonly referred to
as congestion avoidance in literature. Once a packet loss is
detected, TCP infers that the network is overloaded and cuts
its transmission rate aggressively. This phase is referred to
as fast retransmit, fast recovery in literature, wherein the
TCP source retransmits the lost packet and awaits the ACK
corresponding to its reception. Once this ACK is received,
the TCP source re-enters the congestion avoidance phase
with an initial congestion window that is half the window
size at the time the loss was detected.1

To provide a concrete visualization, consider the single
bottleneck network topology shown in Figure 2 with a single
TCP source (we ignore the CBR streams for now). Let µ
denote the capacity of the bottleneck link l2, and B denote
the queue size at the ingress of the bottleneck link (i.e. at
n2). Let τ denote the one-way propagation delay of the TCP
flow. In this setting, it can be shown that W and the queue
occupancy at n2, denoted by Q, exhibit a cyclic (periodic)
variation as shown in Figure 3a (see [19] for details). The
interval between t1 and t2 corresponds to the congestion
avoidance phase. Note that W is incremented in steps of
1, and the resulting increase in transmission rate causes the
queue occupancy to increase. Once a packet loss (due to
queue overflow) is detected (at time t2), the source enters
the fast retransmit, fast recovery phase. In this phase, which
corresponds to the interval between t2 and t3 in Figure 3a,
the source cuts its transmission rate, causing the queue to
drain. Once the source receives the ACK corresponding to the
lost packet (at time t3), it re-enters the congestion avoidance
phase and the cycle repeats.

Let Wmin and Qmin denote the minimum value of W and
Q in a cycle, respectively. The reference [19] provides an
analytical characterization of Wmin and Qmin. Specifically,
it is proved in [19] that if B > 2µτ,

Qmin =
B − 2µτ

2
, Wmin =

B + 2µτ

2Stcp
,

where Stcp is the size of a TCP packet. In the following
section, we generalize the analysis in [19] to include a CBR
flow co-existing with the TCP flow on the bottleneck link.
This non-trivial analysis leads to a characterization of (i) the
maximum and minimum end-to-end CBR delay, (ii) the peak
CBR jitter. This characterization will be useful in our subse-
quent analysis of the interplay between heterogeneous cross-
traffic and telehaptic protocols that generate CBR traffic.

B. TCP-CBR interplay

1) Haptic delay characterization: For our analysis, we
consider the setting in which there are two traffic flows on
the network: a TCP flow and a CBR flow, both transmitting
on the bottleneck link l2. Note that the CBR flow may be
composed of multiple CBR connections, including telehaptic

1This description assumes a single loss; the congestion window dynamics
are more complicated if there are multiple packet losses [18].
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Fig. 3: Evolution of TCP congestion window and bottleneck queue
occupancy for (a) single TCP flow (b) heterogeneous traffic flows.

streams. Let R denote the data rate of the CBR flow. For
simplicity, we assume that the reverse channel (i.e., link l1)
is uncongested. Moreover, we assume that B > 2µτ.

Similar to the case of a single TCP flow, it can be shown
that in steady state both W and Q vary periodically in time;
see Figure 3b. However, the presence of the CBR cross-
traffic changes the nature of the queue occupancy evolution
relative to the congestion window evolution. Note that during
the congestion avoidance phase (the interval between time t1
and t2), Q first decreases and then increases until the queue
overflows (i.e. Q = B). This results in a shift in the Qmin
point relative to the Wmin point.

We now summarize the results of our analysis; we omit
the details due to space constraints. Further details of the
analysis can be found in [20]. Let Qinit denote the buffer
occupancy at the start of the congestion avoidance phase. It
can be shown that

Qinit =
B + 2µτ

2

(
1 +

R

µ

)
− 2µτ,

Wmin =
B + 2µτ

2Stcp

(
1− R

µ

)
.

However, Qmin does not admit a closed form characteri-
zation. We develop the following numerical procedure for
computing Qmin. Taking α = R

µ , the following equation
describes the evolution of the queue occupancy after i
updates in W , starting from t1. Note that W (1) = Wmin

and Q(1) = Qinit.

Q(i) = Qinitα
i−1 +

(
2µτ +

WminStcp
1− α

)
(1− αi−1)

+

i−3∑
j=0

(i− 2− j)αj .

Qmin can be computed by minimizing Q(i) over i.

The above results enable a characterization of the min-
imum and maximum end-to-end delays experienced by
TCP/CBR packets. The minimum delay dmin and the maxi-
mum delay dmax are experienced when the queue occupancy
is at its minimum (Qmin) and maximum (B), respectively,
and are given by

dmin = τ +
Qmin
µ

, dmax = τ +
B

µ
.

Therefore, the end-to-end packet delay varies cyclically
over the range [dmin, dmax]. When the CBR flow includes
telehaptic data, these bounds allow us to check if QoS-
compliant telehaptic communication is feasible in a given
network configuration. We elaborate on this in Section IV.

2) Haptic jitter characterization: Our analysis of the
CBR-TCP interplay also leads to a characterization of peak
jitter encountered by the haptic samples. To express the peak
haptic jitter, we split the CBR stream into two flows: a CBR
telehaptic flow of rate Rh, and a CBR cross-traffic flow of
rate Rcross such that R = Rh +Rcross. The expression for
the peak haptic jitter (denoted by νmax) is given as follows;
we omit the details due to space constraints.

νmax =
mtcp +mcross

µ
− Th,

where mtcp and mcross denote the maximum volume of TCP
and CBR cross-traffic injected into the queue between two
successive haptic packets, respectively, and are expressed as
follows.

mtcp =

[
n+ 1 +

(
1 +

⌊
Th − nStcp

µ

nStcp
µ−R

⌋)
nI

(Th>
nStcp
µ )

]
Stcp

mcross =

(⌈
RcrossTh
Scross

⌉
+ 1

)
Scross

Here, n denotes the cumulative acknowledgement parameter
of the TCP flow, Th denotes the inter packet gap of the
telehaptic flow, Iz = 1 if z = 1 and 0 otherwise. Scross
denotes the packet size of the CBR cross-traffic flow. Further
details of the peak haptic jitter characterization is available
in [20].

IV. CBR-BASED TELEHAPTIC PROTOCOLS

In this section, we validate our analysis of the interplay
between CBR-based telehaptic traffic and heterogeneous
cross-traffic consisting of TCP as well as CBR flows. Further,
we develop an understanding of the conditions that need to be
satisfied for ensuring QoS-compliant telehaptic communica-
tion on a shared network for CBR-based telehaptic protocols.

For our experiments, we use NS3 – a discrete event
network simulator [21]. We consider the single bottleneck
network topology as shown in Figure 2. Unless otherwise
specified, we use the following network settings throughout
this section. We set µ = 6 Mbps, τ = 8 ms and B =
14 kB.2 We work with real world haptic traces generated
by the Phantom Omni device [22], which offers a single

2The chosen settings represent a medium speed internet link of length
approximately equal to 1000 miles.



point of interaction between the human user and the haptic
environment. Considering the standard haptic sampling rate
of 1 kHz, and accounting for the overhead due to packet
headers, we get a forward channel telehaptic data rate Rf =
688 kbps, with packets of size 86 bytes transmitted every
millisecond (Th = 1 ms) [7]. On the backward channel, we
simulate audio and video payload at the rate of 64 kbps and
400 kbps, respectively. We consider the media multiplexing
mechanism proposed in [7], where each packet contains a
single haptic sample and an audio/video fragment of fixed
size. Including packet headers, this leads to a backward
channe telehaptic data rate of Rb = 1.096 Mbps, with packets
of size 137 bytes transmitted every millisecond.

For brevity, we report the simulation results for the case
in which the cross-traffic sources are added to the backward
channel only. For TCP traffic, we use a TCP NewReno
source with the standard packet size Stcp = 578 bytes,
and n = 2. We also add a CBR cross-traffic source with
data rate Rcross (used as a control parameter), and packet
size Scross = 150 bytes.3 In the notation of Section III-B,
note that the aggregate CBR rate on the backward channel
R = Rb+Rcross. For sustaining the TCP flow throughout the
duration of the experiment, we need to ensure that R < µ
so that the TCP flow has sufficient network bandwidth to
perform rate adaptation. Our simulations are performed for
a duration of 500 seconds. Due to space limitations, and
given that haptic QoS requirements are stricter than those
for audio/video, we only report haptic QoS measurements
here.

We now report our results corresponding to the three QoS
metrics: delay, jitter, and packet loss.

A. Delay
Through simulations, we note that the TCP flow does not

remain in steady state for R > 5.5 Mbps. Hence, we restrict
our measurements to a maximum R = 5.5 Mbps. We validate
the analytical bounds (derived in Section III) as well as the
measured minimum and maximum haptic delay by varying
Rcross to get R in the range [Rb, 5.5 Mbps]. We note
that throughout the range of R, our analytical model gives
accurate estimates of the minimum and maximum haptic
delays. In Figure 4, we plot the temporal variation of the
haptic delay for R = 3 Mbps (i.e., Rcross = 1.904 Mbps),
along with the analytical bounds. As expected, the haptic
delay evolves periodically in time. We make the following
remarks.

• The upper bound dmax, which is insensitive to R,
remains highly accurate. However, we observe in our
traces that for large values of R, TCP suffers multiple
losses per cycle, leading to a very different congestion
window evolution from the one analysed. Simulating
a wide range of network settings, we observe that a
sufficient condition for a single TCP packet loss per
cycle (and consequently for the accuracy of dmin) is
R ≤ 0.65µ.

3This is the typical packet size of a video-conferencing application such
as Skype.

Fig. 4: Plot of haptic delay
demonstrating the corrobora-
tion between theoretical es-
timates and simulation mea-
surements.
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Fig. 6: Plot showing the hap-
tic jitter profile for Phantom
Omni haptic device.
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Fig. 7: Packet loss on the
backward channel for a higher
dimensional haptic device.

• Since the analytical upper bound dmax is highly accu-
rate, it can be used to check for compliance of the haptic
delay constraint for a given network setting. In the
network setting under consideration, dmax = 26.66 ms
which is less than the QoS limit of 30 ms. Indeed, our
measurements confirm that the haptic delay constraint
is satisfied in this case.
To see another example, consider the setting µ = 6
Mbps, τ = 15 ms, and B = 45 kB. In this case, dmax =
75 ms which suggests that the haptic delay constraint
cannot be met. Indeed, simulations show that this is the
case; see Figure 5.

Hence, one needs to appropriately configure the network
parameters (B,µ and τ ) to ensure dmax < 30 ms.

B. Jitter

We now move to validation of our peak haptic jitter
characterization. Figure 6 shows the haptic jitter curves, by
both analysis and simulations, as functions of R. It can be
seen that the peak haptic jitter follows a piecewise constant
profile in R, thereby validating our analytical model. For this
setting, the peak jitter remains comfortably within the QoS
limit of 10 ms. As another example, consider n = 5, Stcp =
1.5 kB. For the setting, we get νmax = 12 ms, which clearly
violates the jitter deadline. Hence, in a given network setting,
in order to adhere to haptic jitter QoS requirements, one
needs to appropriately configure the cross-traffic parameters
(n, Stcp, Scross) such that νmax < 10 ms.

C. Packet loss

Finally, we turn our focus on the packet losses suffered by
the telehaptic stream. Interestingly, we notice that telehaptic
packet losses are zero in spite of the regular queue overflows
induced by TCP. The reason for this is that the telehaptic



stream uses smaller packets compared to TCP (137 bytes
per packet for the telehaptic stream, versus 578 bytes per
packet for the TCP stream). As a result, even when the queue
drops a TCP packet, the adjacent telehaptic packets can still
(potentially) be accommodated.

To confirm our conjecture that smaller telehaptic packet
sizes are responsible for the absence of telehaptic packet
losses, we simulate a scenario with higher resolution haptic,
audio, and video devices, so that the telehaptic packet size
becomes comparable to the TCP packet size. Specifically,
consider a haptic device like Cybergrasp [23] or Festo’s
exohand [24]. Assuming two interaction points for each of
the ten fingers of the hands results in a twenty-fold increase
in the haptic payload rate. Additionally, we simulate a high-
definition audio and video payload with rates of 128 kbps
and 2 Mbps, respectively. This results in Rb = 4.528 Mbps,
and a packet size of 566 bytes on the backward channel
for every millisecond. Figure 7 presents the packet loss (in
%) encountered by this telehaptic stream, where we vary
Rcross to get R in the range [Rb, 5.5 Mbps]. Note that
with the larger telehaptic packets, losses do occur. While the
measured telehaptic losses pose no threat to haptic media
with a QoS limit of 10%, the audio and video, which have a
more stringent limit of 1%, are susceptible to QoS violations.

To summarize, if telehaptic packets are small relative to
TCP packets, the telehaptic stream sees little or no packet
loss. However, if the telehaptic packets become comparable
in size to TCP packets (due to higher fidelity media devices),
packet losses become noticeable.

In conclusion, we see that for QoS-compliant communi-
cation under CBR-based telehaptic protocols, the following
conditions need to be satisfied.

• For buffer stability, we naturally require that the aggre-
gate CBR data rate is less than the link capacity, i.e.,
R < µ.

• In order to satisfy the haptic delay constraint, we need
dmax < 30 ms, i.e.,

τ +
B

µ
< 30. (1)

• In order to satisfy haptic jitter constraint, we need
νmax < 10 ms.

• To avoid loss in the presence of concurrent TCP traffic,
the packet sizes used by the telehaptic protocol should
be small compared to the TCP packet sizes.

V. ADAPTIVE SAMPLING BASED TELEHAPTIC
PROTOCOLS

In this section, we seek to study the interplay between
adaptive sampling based telehaptic traffic and heterogeneous
cross-traffic involving TCP and CBR flows. An adaptive sam-
pling based protocol transmits only perceptually significant
haptic samples on the forward and/or backward channels [6],
[14]–[16]. As before, the goal of this section is to understand
the conditions for QoS-compliant telehaptic communication.

If the protocol employs Weber sampling [10] on the
backward channel, it must also specify how the perceptually

Fig. 8: Instantaneous telehap-
tic rate exhibiting rapid fluc-
tuations under visual-haptic
multiplexing.

Fig. 9: Video payload loss
in presence of heterogeneous
cross-traffic under visual-
haptic multiplexing.

significant haptic samples are multiplexed with audio/video
data. For a working example, we consider the visual-haptic
multiplexing protocol [6], which assumes haptic and video
data on the backward channel. It multiplexes these two
media streams as follows: The perceptually significant haptic
samples are packetized with video data of worth 1 ms. On the
other hand, when a series of haptic samples are perceptually
insignificant, the protocol packs a large chunk of a video
frame, not exceeding data of worth 15 ms, into a single
packet.

In order to evaluate this protocol with realistic haptic data,
we record ten pilot signals collected from Phantom Omni
device during a real telehaptic activity. For brevity, we report
results only for one of these traces, but we note that our
findings apply to the remaining traces as well. The video
payload rate is set to 400 kbps, as before. We use the network
settings described previously in Section IV. In Figure 8,
we plot the instantaneous telehaptic transmission rate on the
backward channel due to this protocol. It can be seen that
the instantaneous rate exhibits large fluctuations within the
range [613, 1079] kbps, while the long term average rate
of 712 kbps is substantially lower compared to the peak
instantaneous rate (1079 kbps). We now turn to the interplay
between this telehaptic flow and network cross-traffic. We
begin by considering the impact of CBR cross-traffic alone,
and then move to the heterogeneous cross-traffic case.

A. CBR cross-traffic

In this section, we consider the interplay between the
visual-haptic multiplexing protocol and CBR cross-traffic on
the backward channel. Note that the TCP source is turned
off for this simulation. Our goal is to demonstrate that from
the standpoint of QoS compliance on a shared network, the
statistical compression provided by adaptive sampling is not
particularly useful. In other words, the network has to be
able to support the peak transmission rate of the telehaptic
flow for QoS compliance.

To see this, we consider an example where the network
is provisioned for the average telehaptic rate. To simulate
this scenario, we set Rcross = 5.28 Mbps so that the
bandwidth available to the telehaptic stream is 720 kbps
(larger than average rate of 712 kbps). In Figure 8, consider
the interval between 6000 ms and 10000 ms, when the
instantaneous rate exceeds the available bandwidth. In this
interval, our simulation traces reveal a significant haptic



and video payload losses of around 6.2%. Even though the
haptic loss is below the QoS limits (10%), the video loss
is alarmingly high, causing severe violations of the QoS
requirement (1%). As another example, setting µ = 3 Mbps
and Rcross = 2.28 Mbps results in larger haptic and video
payload losses of around 9.6%.

B. Heterogeneous cross-traffic
For the case of heterogeneous cross-traffic, we reinstate

the TCP source on the backward channel. Since Rb ∈ [613,
1079] kbps, we vary Rcross in the range [0, 4.4] Mbps so that
R ∈ [Rb, 5.5 Mbps]. Due to space limitations, we omit the
results for haptic delay, noting that Equation (1) remains the
condition for meeting the delay constraint. Figure 9 shows
the video payload loss (in %) recorded for a wide range of
R. It can be seen that the loss for video faces severe QoS
violations irrespective of the R value. This is because the
visual-haptic multiplexing protocol transmits large packets
with video payload in the absence of perceptually significant
haptic samples. Recall, from our discussion in Section IV-
C, that large packets are more likely to get dropped in the
presence of TCP cross-traffic. Interestingly, haptic media
suffers zero losses in this case. This is because the protocol
transmits the perceptually significant samples in smaller
packets of size 137 bytes. Once again, this illustrates that
the packet sizing performed by a telehaptic protocol plays a
crucial role in the loss experienced in the presence of TCP
cross-traffic.

To summarize, the conditions for QoS compliance for
adaptive sampling based telehaptic protocols are:

• The network be provisioned for the peak telehaptic rate
as telehaptic applications are highly sensitive to QoS
violations.

• To meet the haptic delay constraint, Equation (1) be
satisfied.

• To avoid packet loss in presence of a TCP flow, large
packet sizes be avoided.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we presented a comprehensive assessment of
the interplay between telehaptic protocols and heterogeneous
cross-traffic in a shared network. We characterized bounds
on the haptic delays and jitter through the design of a
mathematical model whose accuracy was validated through
extensive simulations. Using the expressions for maximum
haptic delay and jitter, we derived sufficient conditions for
meeting the haptic delay and jitter QoS deadline in terms
of network and cross-traffic parameters. Additionally, we
derived two important, simulation-driven conditions for QoS
compliance. First, in order to ensure a near-zero packet loss
the telehaptic packets need to be small relative to the TCP
packets. Second, when employing the adaptive sampling for
telehaptic communication the network should be provisioned
for the peak telehaptic rate to prevent QoS violations.
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